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ABSTRACT
[PROBLEMS] To provide a reconfiguration controller of an
optically reconfigurable gate array for correctly and reliably
writing various types of logical operation circuits of an optically reconfigurable gate array and performing high-speed
logical operation by quickly starting up the circuits. [MEANS
FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS] A reconfiguration controller
comprises a laser array (1) for producing a laser beam (1a) to
serve as a reproducing beam and applying the laser beam (1a),
a hologram memory (2) for outputting an optical pattern (2a)
when receiving the laser beam (1a) according to pre-stored
recording information and outputting a control signal light
(2b) relating to optical reconfiguration by the optical pattern
(2a), an optically reconfigurable gate array (3) for reconfiguring arrayed logical operation cells into various logical
operation circuits according to the outputted optical pattern
(2a), and outputting an optical control signal (S3) from the
control signal light (2b), and a reproduction light application
control means (4) for controlling the application of the laser
beam (1a) emitted from the laser array (1) according to the
optical control signal. Therefore, optical pattern application
can be performed according to the optical control signal at a
reconfiguration time adapted to any of various logical operation circuits sequentially reconfigured by the optically reconfigurable gate array. Consequently, correct and reliable write
of any one of various types of logical operation circuits can be
performed without any write error, and such various types of
logical operation circuits can perform logical operation
sequentially at high speed.

See application file for complete search history.

20 Claims, 14 Drawing Sheets
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1
RECONFIGURATION CONTROLLING
APPARATUS FOR OPTICALLY
RECONFIGURABLE GATE ARRAY AND
METHOD THEREOF
TECHNICAL FIELD
The present invention relates to a reconfiguration controlling apparatus and a method thereof for an optically reconfigurable gate array to reconfigure various logical arithmetic
operation circuits on the optically reconfigurable gate array,
and more particularly relates to such a reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array,
which can control projection of an optimum optical pattern in
reconfiguring a logical arithmetic operation circuit, as well as
such a reconfiguration controlling apparatus and a method
thereof for the optically reconfigurable gate array, which can
optionally set and control a reconfiguring speed.
BACKGROUND OF ART
Conventionally, there is this kind of reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array
as disclosed in JP-2002-353317 A (which is referred to as
Patent Document 1 hereinafter), JP-2005-051059 A (which is
referred to as Patent Document 2 hereinafter) and Article
"Improvement of Reconfiguring Speed of ODRGA Using
Plural VSSEL's by Motoji Miyano, Minoru Watanabe and
Fuminori Kobayashi" in the Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers (which is referred to as
Non-Patent Document 1). FIG. 12 shows a schematic
arrangement view of the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array, as disclosed in
the aforesaid Patent Documents 1 and 2; FIG. 13 shows an
operational flowchart of the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array, as disclosed
in the aforesaid Patent Documents 1 and 2; and FIG. 14 shows
a prior art schematic arrangement view of the aforesaid. NonPatent Document 1.
In an arrangement of the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array according to
the invention disclosed in the aforesaid Patent Document 1,
when an optical reconfiguration type gate array 3, in which
logical arithmetic operation cells and light receiving elements
for setting an arithmetic program to the logical arithmetic
operation cells are mounted on a planar chip, is reconfigured,
a hologram memory 2 serving as an optical memory means,
which is opposed to the optical reconfiguration type gate
array 3, is irradiated with laser lights la to thereby emit
reproduction lights therefrom, and the reproduction lights are
simultaneously projected on the light receiving elements of
the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 as a light pattern
2a of optical signals according to the arithmetic program.
Like this, by simultaneously projecting the light pattern 2a
of the optical signals on the plurality of light receiving elements mounted on the planar chip of the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3, it is possible to reconfigure the logical
arithmetic operation cells of the optical reconfiguration type
gate array 3 as a logical arithmetic operation circuit.
Also, the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the
optically reconfigurable gate array according to the invention
disclosed in Patent Document 2 includes a hologram memory
2 serving as an optical memory means, which is placed above
an upper surface of an optically reconfigurable gate array 3, a
laser array 1 such as a planar light emission laser, which
serves as a reproduction-light-causing irradiation means, to
thereby irradiate the hologram memory 2 with laser lights la

serving as reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights, and a
reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means 4 such
as a reproduction-light-causing irradiation control circuit for
controlling the laser lights la of the laser array 1, which serve
5 as the reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights.
The laser array 1 is a light source for generating the reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights to reproduce a piece
of information regarding the optical pattern 2a which is
recorded in the hologram memory 2. An irradiation angle
io control section 50 is provided on an irradiation face of the
laser array 1 to control an irradiation angle of the reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights to the hologram memory
2. The irradiation angle of the laser lights la serving as the
reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights is varied over
15 time in synchronization with an operation of the optical
reconfiguration type gate array 3. A control of the irradiation
angle of the laser lights la, i.e., the reproduction-light-causing
irradiation lights, is carried out by controlling the irradiation
angle control section 50 with the reproduction-light-causing
20 irradiation control means 4.
The laser lights la serving as the reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights, with which the hologram memory 2 is
irradiated by the laser array 1, pass through the hologram
memory 2 so as to be transformed into the optical pattern 2a
25 of reproduction lights. Namely, a mask pattern, which is
recorded as a hologram in the hologram memory 2, is reproduced, and the reproduced lights define the optical pattern 2a.
Then, the optical pattern 2a is projected on the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3. The optical reconfiguration type
30 gate array 3 carries out a photoelectric conversion to the
optical pattern 2a to thereby reconfigure a logical arithmetic
operation circuit in correspondence to the optical pattern 2a.
Next, an operation of the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array as disclosed in
35 the aforesaid Patent Documents 1 and 2 will now be explained
on the basis of FIG. 13. In this drawing, when it is determined
that a boot-up signal of the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array is input to the
reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means 4 (step
40 11), the reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means
4 outputs a light emission control signal S41 to the laser array
1 (step 12). The light emission control signal S41 is constituted so as to have a data content of a reconfiguring time
which is set as the maximum reconfiguring time which is
45 required of one of logical arithmetic operation circuits to be
reconfigured by the hologram memory 2.
The laser array 1, to which the aforesaid light emission
control signal S41 is input, emits laser lights la according to
the reconfiguring time specified by the light emission control
50 signal S41, and the hologram memory 2 is irradiated with the
emitted laser lights la (step 13). Due to the irradiation of the
hologram memory 2 with the laser light la, the hologram
memory 2 projects an optical pattern 2a on the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 based on a piece of record infor55 mation previously stored therein (step 14).
The reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means
4 counts a projection time of the optical pattern 2a from the
start of the projection of the optical pattern 2a (step 15), and
then it is determined whether the counted projection time has
60 exceeded the maximum value among the optical reconfiguring times which is set by the light emission control signal S41
(step 16). When it is determined that the counted projection
time has not exceeded the maximum value, the control returns
to step 13, and then the routine comprising the steps con65 cerned is repeated.
At step 16, when it is determined that the counted projection time has exceeded the maximum value, a logical arith-
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metic operation circuit on the optical reconfiguration type
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION
gate array 3, which corresponds to the reconfigured circuit
Problems to be Resolved by the Invention
pattern concerned, is driven, and a logical arithmetic operation is executed upon inputting input data Si to the driven
Each of the reconfiguration controlling apparatuses for the
logical arithmetic operation circuit, so that output data S2 is 5
optical reconfiguration type gate array explained in the aforeoutput as a result of the logical arithmetic operation from the
said "BACKGROUND OF ART" is arranged as mentioned
optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 (step 17). Then, it is
above. In each of the inventions described in Patent Docudetermined whether the logical arithmetic operation conments 1 and 2, since the hologram memory 2 is irradiated with
cerned has been completed in the driven logical arithmetic
io laser lights la to thereby cause an optical pattern 2a of reprooperation circuit (step 18). When it is determined that the
duction lights, and since the optical pattern 2a is then prological arithmetic operation has been completed, it is further
jected from the hologram memory 2 on the optical reconfigudetermined whether all logical arithmetic operations have
ration type gate array 3, there is a problem that, when various
been completed in logical arithmetic operation circuits,
logical arithmetic operation circuits are sequentially reconwhich would be optically reconfigured by the reproduction- 15 figured in the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 and
light-causing irradiation control means 4 (step 19). At step 19,
driven so as to execute logical arithmetic operations in order,
when it is determined that all the logical arithmetic operations
the individual drives of the logical arithmetic operation cirhave not been completed, the control returns to step 12, and
cuits cannot be properly and quickly carried out.
then the routine comprising the steps concerned is repeated to
Due to the fact that the optical reconfiguration type gate
optically reconfigure a next logical arithmetic operation cir- 20 array 3 is based on the light emission control signal S41 in
cuit.
which the maximum reconfiguring time required of one of the
The projection of an optical pattern 2a is carried out over
various logical arithmetic operation circuits is set to drive all
the various logical arithmetic operation circuits, although a
the sufficient period of time, during which each of all logical
writing of a logical arithmetic operation circuit is completed
arithmetic operation circuits can be reconfigured in the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3, i.e., over the reconfig- 25 in a relatively short time, such a logical arithmetic operation
circuit cannot be driven until the maximum reconfiguring
uring time which is set by the light emission control signal
time set by the light emission control signal S41 elapses.
541.
Thus, there is a problem that the various logical arithmetic
On the other hand, the invention described in Non-Patent
operation circuits cannot continuously execute logical arithDocument 1 has an arrangement in which laser light beams
30 metic operations quickly and surely. In particular, in the conare emitted from two planar emission lasers 21 and 22 definventional reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optiing a quasi hologram memory 2, and are made incident on an
cally reconfigurable gate array, since a writing time of a
optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 formed by a single
logical arithmetic operation circuit to be reconfigured is varVLSI, through the intermediary of an optical system 23,
ied in dependence on a pattern, a number of light receiving
thereby carrying out an optical reconfiguration. With this 35 elements and so forth on the logical arithmetic operation
arrangement, it is possible to improve a reconfiguring speed
circuit concerned, the projection cannot be carried out with an
because photodiodes on the optical reconfiguration type gate
amount of light which conforms with the pattern, the number
array 3 can be illuminated with a large amount of laser light.
of light receiving elements and so forth. For this reason, there
In the invention having the above-mentioned arrangement,
is a problem that the writing of all the logical arithmetic
the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 is defined as the 40 operation circuits cannot be precisely and surely carried out
VLSI having an 4-bit up/down counter mounted thereon. A
so that writing errors may be caused.
case where the 4-bit up/down counter was driven with the
Especially there is a problem that, after all the logical
irradiation using only the single planar emission laser 21 (or
arithmetic operation circuits of the aforesaid optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 are precisely and surely written
22) was compared with a case where the 4-bit up/down
counter was driven with the irradiation using both the planar 45 based on the light emission control signal 541, when these
logical arithmetic operation circuits are sequentially driven, it
emission lasers 21 and 22. When only the single planar emisis impossible to carry out a quick driving of each of the logical
sion laser 21 (or 22) was used, the counted value was 580 [µ
arithmetic operation circuits in accordance with the pattern
sec.] (or 1340 [µ sec.]). In contrast, when both the planar
thereof.
emission lasers 21 and 22 was used, the counted value was
Also, in each of the inventions described in Patent Docu340 [µ sec.]. It was confirmed that the optical reconfiguring 50
ments
1 and 2, since the hologram memory 2 is irradiated with
speed could become higher when both the planar emission
the mono-light-rays so that the optical pattern 2a of reprolasers 21 and 22 was used.
duction lights is projected on the optical reconfiguration type
In each of the above-mentioned reconfiguration controlgate array 3, an optical reconfiguring speed is merely
ling apparatuses for the optical reconfiguration type gate
55 obtained in dependence on an amount of light based on the
array, it is possible to carry out a highly quick writing in
irradiation with the mono-light-rays. Thus, there is a problem
parallel in the VLSI of the optically reconfigurable gate array
that the optical reconfiguring time cannot be shortened unless
3, and there is an advantage that the hologram memory 2 can
an amount of light emission on the laser array 1 is increased.
store a large number of circuit patterns to be reconfigured (for
When the amount of light emission on the laser array 1 is
example, on the order of 100).
60 increased to gather the optical reconfiguring speed, there is a
Patent Document 1: JP-2002-353317 A
problem that not only power consumption of a whole system
Patent Document 2: JP-2005-051059 A
becomes larger, but also it results in an increase in cost of the
Non-Patent Document 1: Article "Improvement of Reconsystem.
figuring Speed of ODRGA Using Plural VSSEL's by
On the other hand, in the invention of Non-Patent DocuMotoji Miyano, Minoru Watanabe and Fuminori Koba- 65 ment 1, the two reproduction light beams derived from the
yashi" in the Institute of Electronics, Information and
planar emission lasers 21 and 22 are geometrically and optiCommunication Engineers
cally combined with each other through the intermediary of
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the optical system 23 to thereby increase an amount of light
In the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array according to the present invenon the reproduction light beams which make incident on the
tion, while optical reconfigurations are carried out so that a
optical reconfiguration type gate array, on the condition that
plurality of circuit patterns to be reconfigured are sequentially
an amount of light emission on the laser array 1 is increased.
Thus, there is a problem that not only power consumption of 5 rewritten in said optical reconfiguration type gate array, an
optical control signal for an optical pattern of a circuit pattern
a whole system becomes larger, but also it results in a large
to be next reconfigured is held during execution of a logical
increase in cost of the system.
arithmetic operation by an optically reconfigured logical
The present invention is developed to resolve the problems
arithmetic operation circuit concerned, and emission from the
as mentioned above. A first object of the present invention is
to provide a reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an opti- io reproduction-light-causing irradiation means is controlled
based on the held optical control signal for an optical reconcally reconfigurable gate array and a method thereof, in which
figuration of the circuit pattern to be next rewritten.
not only can each of logical arithmetic operation circuits be
In the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optiprecisely and surely written in the optically reconfigurable
cally reconfigurable gate array according to the present invengate array, but also each of the logical arithmetic operation
circuits can be quickly driven to thereby execute a rapid 15 tion, if necessary, while optical reconfigurations are carried
out so that a plurality of circuit patterns to be reconfigured are
logical arithmetic operation. Also, a second object of the
sequentially rewritten in said optical reconfiguration type
present invention is to provide a reconfiguration controlling
gate array, the optical pattern and the control signal light
apparatus for an optically reconfigurable gate array and a
projected from the optical memory are input so that each of
method thereof, in which it is possible to shorten an optical
reconfiguring speed in the optically reconfigurable gate array, 20 the optical reconfigurations of the reconfigured circuit patterns is carried out as an optical reconfiguration of a logical
with power consumption of a whole system being suppressed
arithmetic operation circuit based on the optical pattern under
without increasing a cost of the system. Also, another object
control of the control signal light concerned, and, while the
of the present invention is to provide a reconfiguration conoptical reconfigurations are sequentially rewritten, a projectrolling apparatus for an optically reconfigurable gate array
and a method thereof, in which a number of circuit patterns to 25 tion of an optical pattern to be later reconfigured is controlled
based on a control signal light which is simultaneously emitbe reconfigured and an optical reconfiguring speed can be
ted, upon projecting an optical pattern to be earlier reconfigoptionally and suitably selected.
ured.
Means for Solving the Problems
A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
so reconfigurable gate array according to the present invention
A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
comprises: a reproduction-light-causing irradiation means
reconfigurable gate array according to the present invention
having a plurality of arrayed light emitting sections for emitincludes: a reproduction-light-causing irradiation means for
ting respective reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights,
emitting reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights, and for
and for carrying out irradiation with the reproduction-lightcarrying out irradiation with the reproduction-light-causing 35 causing irradiation lights emitted said respective light emitirradiation lights; an optical memory means for projecting an
ting sections; an optical memory means opposed to said
optical pattern by the irradiation with said reproduction-lightreproduction-light-causing irradiation means for projecting
causing irradiation lights based on a piece of record informaoptical patterns by the irradiation with said reproductiontion previously stored therein, and for emitting a control
light-causing irradiation lights based on pieces of record
signal light regarding an optical reconfiguration based on the 40 information previously stored therein and corresponding to a
optical pattern concerned; an optical reconfiguration type
circuit pattern to be reconfigured; an optical reconfiguration
gate array for reconfiguring a plurality of arrayed logical
type gate array for reconfiguring a plurality of arrayed logical
arithmetic operation cells as one of various logical arithmetic
arithmetic operation cells as one of various logical arithmetic
operation circuits based on the projection of the optical patoperation circuits by the projection of the optical patterns
tern, and for outputting an optical control signal based on the 45 from said optical memory means; and a reproduction-lightcontrol signal light; and a reproduction-light-causing irradiacausing irradiation control means for controlling the plurality
tion control means for controlling the emission of the reproof arrayed light emitting sections so that a recording area of
duction-light-causing irradiation lights from said reproducthe pieces of record information concerned is irradiated with
tion-light-causing irradiation means based on said optical
the reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights correspondcontrol signal.
50 ing to record manners of the pieces of record information
In the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optipreviously stored in the optical memory means.
cally reconfigurable gate array according to the present invenIn the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optition, if necessary, the optical memory means emits the control
cally reconfigurable gate array according to the present invensignal light as binary data on a reconfiguring speed.
tion, if necessary, the reproduction-light-causing irradiation
In the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the opti- 55 control means makes emissions from the arrayed light emitcally reconfigurable gate array according to the present inventing sections so that recording areas of the pieces of record
tion, if necessary, the optical memory means emits the control
information are irradiated with the reproduction-light-caussignal light as a light intensity corresponding to a reconfiging irradiation lights corresponding to recording manners of
uring speed.
the pieces of record information previously stored in the
In the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the opti- 60 optical memory means, and a single logical arithmetic operacally reconfigurable gate array according to the present invention circuit or a plurality of logical arithmetic operation cirtion, if necessary, the optical reconfiguration type gate array
cuits are reconfigured in said optical reconfiguration type gate
executes a logical arithmetic operation based on a logical
array by a plurality of optical patterns projected from the
arithmetic operation circuit after a light intensity and/or a
optical memory means due to the irradiation concerned.
projection time of said projected optical pattern is controlled 65
In the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optiso that an optical reconfiguration is completed based on the
cally reconfigurable gate array according to the present invenlight intensity and/or the projection time concerned.
tion, if necessary, the reproduction-light-causing irradiation
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control means makes increase or decrease of the reproducas the binary data on the reconfiguring speed, the reconfiguring speed based on the binary data can be surely send to the
tion-light-causing irradiation lights corresponding to the
logical arithmetic operation circuit in the optical reconfigupieces of record information within ranges defined by the
ration type gate array, the projection of the optical pattern can
arrayed light emitting sections.
A reconfiguration controlling method for an optically 5 be carried out based on the optical control signal over a
reconfiguring time which is suitable for each of the various
reconfigurable gate array according to the present invention
logical arithmetic operation circuits sequentially reconfigcomprises: irradiating an optical memory means with reproured in the optical reconfiguration type gate array, and thus it
duction-light-causing irradiation lights emitted from a pluralis possible to obtain advantages that not only can the writings
ity of arrayed light emitting sections of a reproduction-lightcausing irradiation means to thereby reproduce an optical io of the various logical arithmetic operation circuits be precisely and surely carried out without a writing error, but also
pattern from the optical memory means; and projecting the
a logical arithmetic operation can be continuously and
optical pattern on an optical reconfiguration type gate array to
sequentially executed at high speed in each of the logical
thereby reconfigure various logical arithmetic operation cirarithmetic operation circuits.
cuits therein. In this reconfiguration controlling method for
Like this, according to the present invention, due to the fact
the optically reconfigurable gate array, a recording area of a 15
that the optical memory means emits the control signal light
piece of record information previously stored in said optical
as the light intensity corresponding to the reconfiguring
memory means is irradiated with a plurality of reproductionspeed, a logical arithmetic operation cell of the optical reconlight-casing irradiation lights, which correspond to a recordfiguration type gate array can be surely operated with the light
ing manner of the piece of record information, by the arrayed
light emitting sections, and a single optical pattern is repro- 20 intensity which serves as a similar optical signal to the optical
pattern, the projection of the optical pattern can be carried out
duced from the recording area of said piece of record inforbased on the optical control signal over a reconfiguring time
mation, and is projected on the optical reconfiguration type
which is suitable for each of the various logical arithmetic
gate array.
operation circuits sequentially reconfigured in the optical
In the reconfiguration controlling method for the optically
reconfigurable gate array according to the present invention, 25 reconfiguration type gate array, and thus it is possible to
obtain advantages that not only can the writings of the various
if necessary, recording areas of pieces of record information
logical arithmetic operation circuits be precisely and surely
previously stored in said optical memory means are irradiated
carried out without a writing error, but also a logical arithwith a plurality of reproduction-light-casing irradiation
metic operation can be continuously and sequentially
lights, which correspond to recording manners of the pieces
of record information, by the arrayed light emitting sections, 30 executed at high speed in each of the logical arithmetic operation circuits.
and a plurality of optical patterns are reproduced from the
Like this, according to the present invention, due to the fact
recording areas of said pieces of record information, and are
that the optical reconfiguration type gate array executes the
projected on the optical reconfiguration type gate array so that
logical arithmetic operation based on the logical arithmetic
a single logical arithmetic operation circuit or a plurality of
logical arithmetic operation circuits are reconfigured in said 35 operation circuit after the light intensity and/or the projection
time of the projected optical pattern is controlled so that the
optical reconfiguration type gate array.
optical reconfiguration is completed based on the light intenEffect of the Invention
sity and/or the projection time concerned, the projection of
the optical pattern can be carried out based on the optical
Like this, according to the present invention, due to the 40 control signal over a reconfiguring time which is suitable for
facts that the reproduction-light-causing irradiation means
each of the various logical arithmetic operation circuits
causes the projection of the optical pattern by the irradiation
sequentially reconfigured in the optical reconfiguration type
with the emitted reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights
gate array, and thus it is possible to obtain advantages that not
based on the previously stored piece of record information
only can the writings of the various logical arithmetic operawhile the optical memory means emits the control signal light 45 tion circuits be precisely and surely carried out without a
regarding the optical reconfiguration based on the optical
writing error, but also a logical arithmetic operation can be
pattern, that the optical reconfiguration type gate array reconcontinuously and sequentially executed at high speed in each
figures the plurality of arrayed logical arithmetic operation
of the logical arithmetic operation circuits.
cells as one of various logical arithmetic operation circuits
Like this, according to the present invention, due to the
based on the projection of the optical pattern, and outputs the 50 facts that, while the optical reconfigurations are carried out so
optical control signal based on the control signal light, and
that the plurality of circuit patterns to be reconfigured are
that the reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means
sequentially rewritten in the optical reconfiguration type gate
controls the emission of the reproduction-light-causing irraarray, the optical control signal for the optical pattern of the
diation lights from the reproduction-light-causing irradiation
circuit pattern to be next reconfigured is held during the
means based on the optical control signal, the projection of 55 execution of the logical arithmetic operation by the optically
the optical pattern can be carried out based on the optical
reconfigured logical arithmetic operation circuit concerned,
control signal over a reconfiguring time which is suitable for
and that the emission from the reproduction-light-causing
each of the various logical arithmetic operation circuits
irradiation means is controlled based on the held optical consequentially reconfigured in the optical reconfiguration type
trol signal for the optical reconfiguration of the circuit pattern
gate array, and thus it is possible to obtain advantages that not 60 to be next rewritten, while the logical arithmetic operation
only can the writings of the various logical arithmetic operacircuits are sequentially reconfigured, a reconfiguring speed
tion circuits be precisely and surely carried out without a
for a logical arithmetic operation circuit to be next reconfigwriting error, but also a logical arithmetic operation can be
ured is controlled by a logical arithmetic operation circuit, in
continuously and sequentially executed at high speed in each
which a logical arithmetic operation is executed at present,
of the logical arithmetic operation circuits.
65 the projection of the optical pattern can be carried out based
Like this, according to the present invention, due to the fact
on the optical control signal over a reconfiguring time which
that the optical memory means emits the control signal light
is suitable for each of the various logical arithmetic operation
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circuits sequentially reconfigured in the optical reconfiguraprojected on the optical reconfiguration type gate array to
tion type gate array, and thus it is possible to obtain advanthereby reconfigure the various logical arithmetic operation
tages that not only can the writings of the various logical
circuits therein, the recording area of the piece of record
arithmetic operation circuits be precisely and surely carried
information previously stored in the optical memory means is
out without a writing error, but also a logical arithmetic opera- 5 irradiated with the plurality of reproduction-light-casing irration can be continuously and sequentially executed at high
diation lights, which correspond to the recording manner of
speed in each of the logical arithmetic operation circuits.
the piece of record information, by the arrayed light emitting
Like this, according to the present invention, due to the
sections, and the single optical pattern is reproduced from the
facts that the reproduction-light-causing irradiation means
recording area of the piece of record information, and is
having the plurality of arrayed light emitting sections emits 10 projected on the optical reconfiguration type gate array.
the respective reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights,
Accordingly, it is possible to carry out a control in either a
that the optical memory means projects the optical patterns by
case where a high speed optical reconfiguration must is
the irradiation with the reproduction-light-causing irradiation
needed or a case where a large number of circuit patters to be
lights based on the pieces of record information previously
reconfigured is needed, and thus it is possible to obtain advanstored therein, that the optical reconfiguration type gate array 15 tages that not only can a reconfiguring time be shortened in
reconfigures the plurality of arrayed logical arithmetic operathe optical reconfiguration type gate array without increasing
tion cells as one of the various logical arithmetic operation
power consumption and cost on the whole system, but also a
circuits by the projection of the optical patterns, and that the
number of circuit patterns to be reconfigured and a reconfigreproduction-light-causing irradiation control means conuring speed can be optionally and suitably selected in accortrols the plurality of arrayed light emitting sections so that the 20 dance with utilization of the optically reconfigurable gate
recording area of the pieces of record information concerned
array.
is irradiated with the reproduction-light-causing irradiation
Like this, according to the present invention, due to the
lights corresponding to the record manners of the pieces of
facts that the recording areas of the pieces of record informarecord information previously stored in the optical memory
tion previously stored in the optical memory means are irrameans, it is possible to carry out a control in either a case 25 diated with the plurality of reproduction-light-casing irradiawhere a high speed optical reconfiguration must is needed or
tion lights, which correspond to the recording manners of the
a case where a large number of circuit patters to be reconfigpieces of record information, by the arrayed light emitting
ured is needed, and thus it is possible to obtain advantages that
sections, and that the plurality of optical patterns are repronot only can a reconfiguring time be shortened in the optical
duced from the recording areas of the pieces of record inforreconfiguration type gate array without increasing power 30 mation, and are projected on the optical reconfiguration type
consumption and cost on the whole system, but also a number
gate array so that the single logical arithmetic operation cirof circuit patterns to be reconfigured and a reconfiguring
cuit or the plurality of logical arithmetic operation circuits are
speed can be optionally and suitably selected in accordance
reconfigured in the optical reconfiguration type gate array, it
with utilization of the optically reconfigurable gate array.
is possible to reconfigure the logical arithmetic operation
Like this, according to the present invention, due to the 35 cells of the optical reconfiguration type gate array as a logical
facts that the reproduction-light-causing irradiation control
arithmetic operation circuit based on the plurality of optical
means makes the emissions from the arrayed light emitting
patterns with a large amount of lights, and a reconfiguring
sections so that the recording areas of the pieces of record
time can be considerably shorten, resulting in improvement
information are irradiated with the reproduction-light-causof a reconfiguring speed.
ing irradiation lights corresponding to the recording manners 40
of the pieces of record information previously stored in the
BRIEF EXPLANATIONS OF DRAWINGS
optical memory means, and that the single logical arithmetic
operation circuit or the plurality of logical arithmetic operaFIG. 1 is a whole schematic arrangement view of a recontion circuits are reconfigured in the optical reconfiguration figuration controlling apparatus for an optically reconfigtype gate array by the plurality of optical patterns projected 45 urable gate array, according to a first embodiment of the
from the optical memory means due to the irradiation con- present invention.
cerned, it is possible to reconfigure the logical arithmetic
FIG. 2 is an operational flowchart of an optically reconoperation cells of the optical reconfiguration type gate array
figuration and a logical arithmetic operation for logical arithas a logical arithmetic operation circuit based on the plurality
metic operation circuits in the optically reconfigurable gate
of optical patterns with a large amount of lights, and a recon- 5o array shown in FIG. 1.
figuring time can be considerably shorten, resulting in
FIG. 3 is a particular circuit diagram of the optically reconimprovement of a reconfiguring speed.
figurable gate array in the reconfiguration controlling appaAlso, according to the present invention, due to the fact that
ratus shown in FIG. 1.
the reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means
FIG. 4 is an operational flowchart of a reconfiguration
makes the increase or the decrease of the reproduction-light- 55 controlling apparatus for an optically reconfigurable gate
causing irradiation lights corresponding to the pieces of
array, according to a second embodiment of the present invenrecord information within ranges defined by the arrayed light
tion.
emitting sections, a number of circuit patterns to be reconfigFIG. 5 is a timing chart corresponding to the operational
ured and a reconfiguring speed can be optionally and suitably
flowchart of FIG. 4
selected in accordance with utilization of the optically recon- 60
FIG. 6 is a whole schematic arrangement view of a reconfigurable gate array.
figuration controlling apparatus for an optically reconfigAlso, according to the present invention, when the optical
urable gate array, according to a third embodiment of the
memory means is irradiated with the reproduction-light-causpresent invention.
ing irradiation lights emitted from the plurality of arrayed
FIG. 7 is a whole schematic arrangement view of a reconlight emitting sections of the reproduction-light-causing irra- 65 figuration controlling apparatus for an optically reconfigdiation means to thereby reproduce the optical pattern from
urable gate array, according to a fourth embodiment of the
the optical memory means, and when the optical pattern is
present invention.
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FIG. 8 is a situation view showing irradiation of a hologram
diation control means 4 for controlling the emission of the
laser lights la from the laser array 1 based on the optical
memory with laser lights in the reconfiguration controlling
control signal S3.
apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array shown in
Next, an operation of the reconfiguration controlling appaFIG. 7.
FIG. 9 is a situation view showing irradiation of a corner 5 ratus for the optically reconfigurable gate array according to
the present embodiment will now be explained on the basis of
area of the hologram memory with laser lights in FIG. 8.
FIG. 2. In this drawing, when it is determined that a boot-up
FIG. 10 is a whole schematic arrangement view of a reconsignal of the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the
figuration controlling apparatus for an optically reconfigoptically reconfigurable gate array is input to the reproducurable gate array, according to a fifth embodiment of the
io tion-light-causing irradiation control means 4 (step 1), the
present invention.
reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means 4 outFIG. 11 is a whole schematic arrangement view of a reconputs a light emission control signal S4 to the laser array 1 (step
figuration controlling apparatus for an optically reconfig2). The light emission control signal S4 is constituted so as to
urable gate array, according to another embodiment of the
have a data content of a reconfiguring time which is set as the
present invention.
15 maximum reconfiguring time which is required of one of
FIG. 12 is a schematic arrangement view of a reconfiguralogical arithmetic operation circuits to be reconfigured by the
tion controlling apparatus for an optically reconfigurable gate
hologram memory 2.
array according to the background of art.
The laser array 1, to which the aforesaid light emission
FIG. 13 is an operational flowchart of the reconfiguration
control signal S41 is input, emits laser lights la according to
controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate 20 the reconfiguring time specified by the light emission control
array according to the background of art.
signal S4, and the hologram memory 2 is irradiated with the
FIG. 14 is another schematic arrangement view of a reconemitted laser lights la (step 3). Due to the irradiation of the
hologram memory 2 with the laser light la, the hologram
figuration controlling apparatus for an optically reconfigmemory 2 projects an optical pattern 2a and a control signal
urable gate array according to the background of art.
25 light 2b on the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 based
on a piece of record information previously stored therein
EXPLANATION OF REFERENCES
(step 4).
The reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means
1 Laser Array
4 counts a projection time of the optical pattern 2a from the
la Laser Lights
30 start of the projection of the optical pattern 2a (step 5), and
11,...,1n,101,—,136Laser
then it is determined by the reproduction-light-causing irra2 Hologram Memory
diation control means 4 whether the counted projection time
2a Optical Pattern
has exceeded an optical reconfiguring time which is set by the
2b Control Signal Light
control signal light S3 (step 6). When it is determined that the
THE BEST MODE FOR EMBODYING THE
35 counted projection time has not exceeded the optical reconINVENTION
figuring time, the control returns to step 3, and then the
routine comprising the steps concerned is repeated.
First Embodiment of Present Invention
At step 6, when it is determined that the counted projection
time has exceeded the optical reconfiguring time, a logical
A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically 4o arithmetic operation circuit on the optical reconfiguration
reconfigurable gate array, according to a first embodiment of
type gate array 3, which corresponds to the reconfigured
the present invention, will now be explained on the basis of
circuit pattern concerned, is driven, and a logical arithmetic
FIGS. 1 and 2 below. FIG. 1 is a whole schematic arrangeoperation is executed upon inputting input data Si to the
ment view of the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the
driven logical arithmetic operation circuit, so that output data
optically reconfigurable gate array, according to the present 45 S2 is output as a result of the logical arithmetic operation from
embodiment, and FIG. 2 is an operational flowchart of an
the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 (step 7).
optically reconfiguration and a logical arithmetic operation
Then, it is determined whether the logical arithmetic operafor logical arithmetic operation circuits in the optically recontion has been completed in the driven logical arithmetic
figurable gate array shown in FIG. 1.
operation circuit (step 8). When it is determined that the
In the drawing, the reconfiguration controlling apparatus 50 logical arithmetic operation concerned has been completed, it
for the optically reconfigurable gate array, according to the
is further determined whether all logical arithmetic operafirst embodiment of the present invention, has an arrangement
tions have been completed in logical arithmetic operation
including: a laser array 1 which serves as a reproductioncircuits, which would be optically reconfigured by the reprolight-causing irradiation means for emitting laser lights la
duction-light-causing irradiation control means 4 (step 19).
serving as reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights, and 55 At step 9, when it is determined that all the logical arithmetic
for carrying out irradiation with the laser lights 1a; a holooperations have not been completed, the control returns to
gram memory 2 which serves as an optical memory means for
step 3, and then laser lights la are emitted from the laser array
projecting an optical pattern 2a by the irradiation with the
1 so that the routine comprising the steps concerned is
laser lights based on a piece of record information previously
repeated to optically reconfigure a next logical arithmetic
stored therein, and for emitting a control signal light 2b 60 operation circuit (step 9).
regarding an optical reconfiguration based on the optical patFurther, an procedure for optically reconfiguring the logitern 2a; an optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 for reconcal arithmetic operation circuits in order will be explained on
figuring a plurality of arrayed logical arithmetic operation
the basis of FIG. 3. FIG. 3 shows a particular circuit diagram
cells as one of various logical arithmetic operation circuits
of the optically reconfigurable gate array in the reconfigurabased on the projection of the optical pattern 2a, and for 65 tion controlling apparatus shown in FIG. 1.
outputting an optical control signal S3 based on the aforesaid
In FIG. 3, the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 has
control signal light 2b; and a reproduction-light-causing irraan arrangement including a circumstance resetting circuit 3a
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for sequentially setting logical arithmetic operation circuits,
and a gate array circuit 3b containing logical arithmetic
operation cells for optically and sequentially reconfiguring
the logical arithmetic operation circuits under control of the
optical reconfiguration type gate array 3.
In the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 shown in
FIG. 3, when a refresh signal nREF is input to an input
transistor Trl, a reconfiguration signal pDoutn is output to the
gate array circuit 3b through a pass transistor Tr4 provided
that an internal capacitor pDc is electrically charged due to a
projection of an optical pattern 2a on a photodiode PD1. In
the gate array circuit 3b, the logical arithmetic operation cells
are activated by the reconfiguration signal pDoutn so that a
logical arithmetic operation circuit is reconfigured.

as the initial execution of the optical reconfiguration, a projection time (or a light intensity) of the optical pattern 2a
concerned is counted from the start of the projection of the
optical pattern 2a concerned (step 43). Then, it is determined
whether the counted projection time (or the counted light
intensity) has exceeded the maximum value among the optical reconfiguring times (or the optical reconfiguration light
intensities) (step 44). At step 44, when it is determined that the
counted projection time (or the counted light intensity) has
not exceeded the maximum value, the control returns to step
3, and then the routine comprising the steps concerned is
repeated.
At the aforesaid step 42, when it is determined whether the
execution of the optical reconfiguration based on the optical
pattern 2a concerned is not initial, a projection time (or a light
intensity integral value of the projection light), during which
the optical pattern 2a concerned is projected on the optical
reconfiguration type gate array 3, is counted from the start of
the projection of the control signal light 2b, and then it is
determined whether the counted projection time has
exceeded the optical reconfiguring time concerned (or the
optical reconfiguration light intensity concerned) (steps 5 and
6).
At step 6, when it is determined that the counted projection
time has exceeded the optical reconfiguring time (or the optical reconfiguration light intensity), or, at the aforesaid step 44,
when it is determined that the counted projection time has
exceeded the maximum value among the maximum value
among the optical reconfiguring times (or the optical reconfiguration light intensities), a logical arithmetic operation
circuit, which corresponds to the reconfigured circuit pattern
concerned, is driven (step 7).
By driving the aforesaid logical arithmetic operation circuit, a logical arithmetic operation is executed based on input
data 51 input to the reproduction-light-causing irradiation
control means 4, so that output data S2 is output, and it is
determined whether the logical arithmetic operation has been
completed (step 8). After it is determined that the logical
arithmetic operation concerned has been completed, logical
arithmetic operation circuits are sequentially and optically
rewritten and reconfigured, and all logical arithmetic operations are executed in order in the logical arithmetic operation
circuits (steps 3 to 9), i.e., this routine is continued until it is
determined that all the logical arithmetic operations have
been completed (step 9).
Also, as shown in FIG. 5, in the operational timing in which
the logical arithmetic operation circuits are sequentially and
optically rewritten and reconfigured, by projecting the first
control signal light (1) 2b and the first optical pattern (1) 2a
from the hologram memory 2 over the optical reconfiguring
time (or the light intensity) having the maximum count value,
based on the emission of the laser light la from the laser array
1, the logical arithmetic operation circuit is reconfigured in
the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3, and the execution (1) of the logical arithmetic operation is carried out in the
reconfigured logical arithmetic operation circuit.
Then, for the next rewriting and optical reconfiguration,
when the second control signal light (2) 2b and the second
optical pattern (2) la are projected from the hologram
memory 2 on the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3,
based on the emission of the laser light la from the laser array
1, the logical arithmetic operation circuit is reconfigured in
the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 by continuing the
projection of the second optical pattern (2) la over the optical
reconfiguring time (or the light intensity) based on the pro-
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Second Embodiment of Present Invention
A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
reconfigurable gate array according to a second embodiment
of the present invention will now be explained on the basis of
FIGS. 4 and 5.
FIG. 4 shows an operational flowchart of the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable
gate array according to the embodiment concerned of the
present invention, and FIG. 5 shows a timing chart corresponding the operational flowchart of FIG. 4.
In the aforesaid drawings, similar to the above-mentioned
first embodiment, the reconfiguration controlling apparatus
for the optically reconfigurable gate array has an arrangement
including a laser array 1, a hologram memory 2, an optical
reconfiguration type gate array 3, and a reproduction-lightcausing irradiation control means 4, wherein an optical pattern 2a and a control signal light 2b are projected from the
hologram memory 2 on the optical reconfiguration type gate
array 3 while optical reconfigurations are carried out so that a
plurality of circuit patterns to be optically reconfigured are
sequentially rewritten in the optical reconfiguration type gate
array 3, wherein a projection time (or a light intensity), corresponding to the optical pattern 2a, based on the control
signal light 2b for an rewriting, is held by the reproductionlight-causing irradiation control means 4, and wherein an
optical reconfiguration of a circuit pattern to be rewritten is
carried out based on the held projection time (or the held light
intensity) by the reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means 4.
Next, an operation of the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array, arranged as
mentioned above, according to the present embodiment will
now be explained. First, similar to the aforesaid first embodiment, when a boot-up signal is input to the reproductionlight-causing irradiation control means 4, a light emission
control signal S4 is output to the laser array 1 so that the
hologram memory 2 is irradiated with laser lights la, and an
optical pattern 2a corresponding to a circuit pattern to be
reconfigured and a control signal light 2b are projected from
the hologram memory 2 on the optical reconfiguration type
gate array 3 (steps 1 to 4).
A projection time (or a light intensity) of a next optical
pattern, which should be reconfigured after a circuit pattern is
optically reconfigured by the optical pattern 2a concerned, is
specified by the control signal light 2b concerned, and the
specified projection time (or the specified light intensity) is
held by the reproduction-light-causing irradiation control
means 4 (step 41).
It is determined whether an execution of the optical reconfiguration based on the projection of the optical pattern 2a in
the aforesaid step 4 is initial (step 42). When it is determined
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jection of the first control signal light (1) 2b, and the execution
(2) is carried out in the reconfigured logical arithmetic operation circuit.
Further, in the third rewriting and optical reconfiguration,
by continuing the projection of the optical pattern (3) 2a over
the optical reconfiguring time (or the light intensity) based on
the projection of the second control signal light (2) 2b, the
logical arithmetic operation circuit is reconfigured, and the
execution (3) is carried out in the reconfigured logical arithmetic operation circuit.
Like this, since the respective reconfiguring times (or the
light intensities) on the optical patterns (2), (3), ... and (n),
which should be sequentially rewritten as the reconfiguration
circuit patterns, are regulated in order by the control signal
lights (1), (3), ... and (n-1) projected for the earlier reconfiguration, it is possible to surely and quickly achieve the
sequential optical reconfigurations.

programs (1 to 16) on the optical reconfiguring times
(speeds), and may be constituted so as to specify an optical
reconfiguring time (speed) based on one of the program contents.

Third Embodiment of Present Invention
FIG. 6 shows a whole schematic arrangement view of a
reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically reconfigurable gate array, according to a third embodiment of the
present invention.
In these drawings, similar to the above-mentioned first
embodiment, the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for
the optically reconfigurable gate array has an arrangement
including a laser array 1, a hologram memory 2, an optical
reconfiguration type gate array 3, and a reproduction-lightcausing irradiation control means 4, wherein the optical
reconfiguration type gate array 3 is provided with a reconfiguring time calculation section 3c which receives a control
signal light 2b from the hologram memory 2 to calculate an
optical reconfiguring time.
As shown in FIG. 6(B), the reconfiguring time calculation
section 3c has an arrangement including a photodiode section
pD3c for receiving the control signal light 2b, and an arithmetic calculation circuit 33c for carrying out an calculation of
an optical reconfiguring time by using a reconfiguration control signal S3c which is photoelectrically converted from the
control signal light 2b by the photodiode section pD3c.
Like this, in the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for
the optically reconfigurable gate array according to the
present embodiment, since the reconfiguring time calculation
section 3c is previously constituted as a hardware in the
optical reconfiguration type gate array 3, the reconfiguring
time calculation section 3c can surely calculate an optical
reconfiguring time of a logical arithmetic operation circuit to
be next reconfigured based on the control signal light 2b from
the hologram memory 2. Thus, not only can the logical arithmetic operation circuit concerned be precisely and optically
reconfigured based on the calculated optical reconfiguring
time, but also it is possible to quickly execute a logical arithmetic operation in the logical arithmetic operation circuit just
after the completion of the optical reconfiguration of the
logical arithmetic operation circuit.
In each of the reconfiguration controlling apparatuses for
the optically reconfigurable gate arrays according to the
above-mentioned embodiments, the control signal light 2b,
which is projected from the hologram memory 2 on the reconfiguration type gate array 3, may be constituted as either
analog data or digital data. The control signal light 2b of the
analog data may be analogically memorized as a light intensity in the hologram memory 2, and may constituted so as to
specify an optical reconfiguring time (speed) as an amount of
light according to the light intensity. Also, the control signal
light 2b of the digital data may be memorized as one of 4 bit
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Fourth Embodiment of Present Invention
A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
reconfigurable gate array, according to a fourth embodiment
10 of the present invention, will now be explained together with
a method thereof on the basis of FIGS. 7 to 9 below. FIG. 7 is
a whole schematic arrangement view of the reconfiguration
controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate
15 array, according to the present embodiment; FIG. 8 is a situation view showing irradiation of a hologram memory with
laser lights in the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for
the optically reconfigurable gate array shown in FIG. 7; and
FIG. 9 is a situation view showing irradiation of a corner area
20 of the hologram memory with laser lights in FIG. 8.
In the aforesaid drawing, the reconfiguration controlling
apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array has an
arrangement including: a laser array 1 which serves as a
reproduction-light-causing irradiation means, and in which a
25 plurality of lasers 11, ... and in are arranged in a matrix
manner to emits laser lights 101a, ... and 136a, respectively;
a hologram memory 2 which is opposed to the aforesaid laser
array 1, and which serves as an optical memory means for
projecting optical patterns 2a corresponding to a reconfigu3o ration circuit pattern as pieces of record information previously stored therein, by the irradiation with the laser lights
101a.... and 136a; an optical reconfiguration type gate array
3 for reconfiguring a plurality of arrayed logical arithmetic
operation cells as one of various logical arithmetic operation
35 circuits based on the projection of the optical patterns 2a from
the aforesaid hologram memory 2; and a reproduction-lightcausing irradiation control means 4 for controlling the lasers
11, ... and in so that a recording area 21 of the pieces of
record information is irradiated with a plurality of reproduc40 tion-light-causing irradiation lights corresponding to record
manners of the pieces of record information previously stored
in the hologram memory 2.
The aforesaid laser array 1 is arranged so that the same
pieces of record information in the hologram memory 2 are
45 irradiated with the laser lights serving as the reproductionlight-causing irradiation lights by 36 lasers 101, ... and 136
of the arrayed lasers 11, ... and 1n. Note, similar to the
aforesaid "BACKGROUND OF ART", for this laser array 1,
it is possible to utilize a VCSEL (Vertical-Cavity Surface5o Emitting Laser), and, in this case, light emission from the
lasers 11, ... and in may be controlled by specifying them in
a matrix manner.
The aforesaid hologram memory 2 may be constituted as a
volume hologram in which laser lights derived from the plu55 rality of laser lights 11, ... and in and having different angles
of incidence are recorded in a multiple-value/multiple-layer
manner. Also, although the hologram memory 2 may be constituted as a transmission type hologram (e.g., a Lippmann
type hologram), a reflection type hologram may be used
60 instead. The same reconfiguration circuit patterns to be reconfigured by the aforesaid laser lights having the different
angles of incidence are stored in the hologram memory 2
corresponding to a number of the laser lights concerned.
Next, an operation of the reconfiguration controlling appa65 ratus for the optically reconfigurable gate array according to
the present embodiment based on the aforesaid arrangement
and a method thereof will now be explained.
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First, in FIGS. 7 and 8, an optical reconfiguration is carried
out in a high speed mode with respect to a logical arithmetic
operation cell near the center of the optical reconfiguration
type gate array 3. In this case, the laser array 1 is controlled by
the reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means 4 so
that the emission from the lasers 101, ... and 136 is caused
based on the record manners of the pieces of record information stored in the recording area 21 of the hologram memory
2, which corresponds to the logical arithmetic operation cell
31.
The recording area 21 of the hologram memory 2 is irradiatedwith the laser lights 101a.... and 136a emitted from all
the lasers 101, ... and 136 of the laser array 1 and having the
different angles of incidence. Due to the emission of the laser
lights 101a, ... and 136a, the same reconfiguration circuit
patterns previously stored in the recording area 21 are independently and individually projected as a single optical pattern 21a, which is composed of a pile of optical patterns
defined by respective diffracted lights.
Since the single optical pattern 21a composed of the pail of
optical patterns has a total amount of light of the laser lights
101a, ... and 136a emitted from the lasers 101, ... and 136,
by projecting the single optical pattern 21a on the logical
arithmetic operation cell 31 of the optical reconfiguration
type gate array 3, it is possible to quickly carry out an optical
reconfiguration of the logical arithmetic operation cell 31.
Also, in FIG. 9, a recording area 21, which is placed at a
corner of the hologram memory 2, is irradiated laser lights
101a, ... and 136a emitted from respective lasers 101, ... and
136 and having respective different angles of incidence so
that a single optical pattern 21a, which is composed of a pile
of optical patterns, is projected on a logical arithmetic operation cell 31, and thus it is possible to quickly carry out an
optical reconfiguration of the logical arithmetic operation cell
31 by the single optical pattern 21a.
Similar to the reconfiguration controlling apparatuses for
the optical reconfiguration type gate array shown FIG. 12 and
explained in the aforesaid "BACKGROUND OF ART",
recording areas 22, ... and 2n except for the recording area
21, which are provided in the hologram memory 2, correspond to respective lasers 11, ... and in (except for the lasers
101, ... and 136) of the laser array 1, and the recording areas
22, ... and 2n (except for the recording area 21; omitted from
the drawings) correspond to respective logical arithmetic
operation cells 32,... and3n (exceptforthelogical arithmetic
operation cells 31; omitted from the drawings), so that the
respective recording areas 22, ... and 2n are irradiated with
laser lights la emitted from the lasers 11, ... and 1n, resulting
in projections of optical patterns 2a from the respective
recording areas 22, ... and 2n. The optical patterns 2a are
projected on the respective logical arithmetic operation cells
32, ... and 3n of the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3
so that an optical reconfiguration may be carried out in each of
the logical arithmetic operation cells at slow speed.

ment has an arrangement similar to the foregoing
embodiment, i.e., an arrangement including a laser array 1, a
hologram memory 2, an optical reconfiguration type gate
array 3 and a reproduction-light-causing irradiation control
means 4, but the arrangement concerned is different from that
of the foregoing embodiment in an irradiation manner on
laser lights 1 01a, ... and 136a and a laser light 137a from the
aforesaid laser array 1 and in a projection manner on optical
patterns 21a and 22a from the aforesaid hologram memory 2.
With the aforesaid laser array 1, both a recording area 21 of
the hologram memory 2 in which a piece of record information (i.e., an optical pattern 21a) previously is stored and a
recording area 22 of the hologram memory 2 in which a piece
of information (i.e., an optical pattern 22a) previously is
stored are irradiated with the laser lights 101a, ... and 136a
and the laser light 137a, corresponding to record manners on
the respective pieces of record information (i.e., the optical
patterns 21a and 22a), under control of the reproductionlight-causing irradiation control means 4. By the irradiation
with the laser lights 101a, ... and 136a and the laser light
137a, the respective optical patterns 21a and 22a are projected as the pieces of record information from the recording
areas 21 and 22 of the hologram memory 2.
By the aforesaid hologram memory 2, both the optical
patterns 21a and 22a are made incident on a logical arithmetic
operation cell 31 so that the logical arithmetic operation cell
31 is optically reconfigured as a logical arithmetic circuit.
Like this, in the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for
the optically reconfigurable gate array according to the
present embodiment, by projecting the two optical patterns
21a and 22a on the same logical arithmetic operation cell 31,
it is possible to reconfigure a logical arithmetic operation
circuit with at least twice the amount of light, and thus not
only can an optical reconfiguring time be shortened, but also
a reconfiguring speed can be facilitated.
Note, in the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the
optically reconfigurable gate array according to the present
embodiment, although the two optical patterns are projected
from the hologram memory 2 on the optical reconfiguration
type gate array 3, the apparatus may be arranged so that at
least three optical patterns are projected from the hologram
memory 2 on the optical reconfiguration type gate array 3.
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Another Embodiment of Present Invention
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Fifth Embodiment of Present Invention
A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
reconfigurable gate array, according to a fifth embodiment of
the present invention, will now be explained together with a
method thereof on the basis of FIG. 10 below. FIG. 10 shows
a whole schematic arrangement view of the reconfiguration
controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate
array, according to the fifth embodiment.
In this drawing, similar to the above-mentioned embodiment, the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array according to the fifth embodi-

60

65

A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
reconfigurable gate array, according to another embodiment
of the present invention, will now be explained together with
a method thereof on thebasis of FIG. 11 below. FIG. 11 shows
a whole schematic arrangement view of the reconfiguration
controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate
array, according to the other embodiment of the present
invention.
In this drawing, similar to the reconfiguration controlling
apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate array according to the aforesaid fifth embodiment, the reconfiguration
controlling apparatus for the optically reconfigurable gate
array according to the present embodiment has an arrangement including a laser array 1, a hologram memory 2, an
optical reconfiguration type gate array 3 and a reproductionlight-causing irradiation control means 4, and the arrangement further includes an irradiation angle control section 5
provided on an irradiation face of the laser array 1. The
irradiation angle control section 5 is constituted from deflection elements 11, ... and in which are arranged in a matrix
manner so as to correspond to respective lasers 51, ... and 5n
of the laser array 1, and is arranged so that the deflection
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elements 11, ... and in are individually and independently
based on the projection of the optical pattern, and for
controlled by the reproduction-light-causing irradiation conoutputting an optical control signal based on the control
trol means 4. Each of the deflection elements Si, ... and 5n
signal light; and
may be defined, for example, as a deflection control type
a reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means for
electrical/optical modulation element.
5
controlling the emission of the reproduction-light-causNext, an operation of the reconfiguration controlling appaing irradiation lights from said reproduction-light-causratus for the optically reconfigurable gate array according to
ing irradiation means based on said optical control sigthe present embodiment based on the aforesaid arrangement
nal.
and a method thereof will now be explained.
2. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
Similar to the aforesaid fourth embodiment, the laser array io reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 1, characterized
1 is controlled by the reproduction-light-causing irradiation
by the fact that said optical memory means emits the control
control means 4 so that the emission from the lasers 101, .. .
signal light as binary data on a reconfiguring speed.
and 136 are caused based on the record manners of the pieces
3. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
of record information stored in a recording area 21 of the
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 2, characterized
hologram memory 2, corresponding to the logical arithmetic 15 by the fact that said optical reconfiguration type gate array
operation cell 31. All the lasers 101, ... and 136 of the laser
executes a logical arithmetic operation based on a logical
array 1 are activated so as to vertically emit laser lights
arithmetic operation circuit after a light intensity and/or a
101a, ... and 136a from the lower face of the laser array 1.
projection time of said projected optical pattern is controlled
Also, with the aforesaid reproduction-light-causing irraso that an optical reconfiguration is completed based on the
diation control means 4, the vertically-emitted respective 20 light intensity and/or the projection time concerned.
laser lights 101a, ... and 136a are deflected at predetermined
4. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
angles by deflection elements 501, ... and 536 among the
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 2, characterized
deflection elements Si, corresponding to the lasers 101, .. .
by the facts that, while optical reconfigurations are carried out
and 136, ... and 5n, so as to be collected at the recording area
so that a plurality of circuit patterns to be reconfigured are
21 of the hologram memory 2.
25 sequentially rewritten in said optical reconfiguration type
Further, with respect to a recording area 21 located at an
gate array, an optical control signal for an optical pattern of a
end separated from the central area of the aforesaid hologram
circuit pattern to be next reconfigured is held during execumemory 2 or each of recording areas 22, ... and 2n except for
tion of a logical arithmetic operation by an optically reconthe recording area 21 concerned, an optical reconfiguration is
figured logical arithmetic operation circuit concerned, and
carried out in a manner similar to that of the above-mentioned 30 that emission from the reproduction-light-causing irradiation
fourth embodiment.
means is controlled based on the held optical control signal
Note, in each of the above-mentioned embodiments,
for an optical reconfiguration of the circuit pattern to be next
although the central core portions of the laser lights
rewritten.
101a, ... and 136a are utilized when these lights are emitted
5. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
from the lasers 101.... and 136 of the laser array 1 so as to be 35 reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 2, characterized
collected at the recording area 21 of the hologram memory 2,
by the facts that, while optical reconfigurations are carried out
the scattered peripheral portions of the laser lights 101a, .. .
so that a plurality of circuit patterns to be reconfigured are
and 136a may be utilized. Like this, when the scattered
sequentially rewritten in said optical reconfiguration type
peripheral portions of the laser lights 101a, ... and 136a are
gate array, the optical pattern and the control signal light
utilized, not only can utilization efficiency of the lasers 40 projected from the optical memory are input so that each of
11, ... and in of the laser array 1 be increased to a maximum
the optical reconfigurations of the reconfigured circuit patlevel, but also power consumption of the laser array 1 can be
terns is carried out as an optical reconfiguration of a logical
considerably reduced.
arithmetic operation circuit based on the optical pattern under
Also, in the reconfiguration controlling apparatus for the
control of the control signal light concerned, and that, while
optically reconfigurable gate array according to each of the 45 the optical reconfigurations are sequentially rewritten, a proabove-mentioned embodiments, although the laser lights are
jection of an optical pattern to be later reconfigured is conemitted from the laser array 1, the reproduction-light-causing
trolled based on a control signal light which is simultaneously
irradiation means may be constituted so as to emit either
emitted upon projecting an optical pattern to be earlier reconcoherent lights or incoherent lights as the reproduction-lightfigured.
causing irradiation lights.
50
6. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
The invention claimed is:
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 1, characterized
1. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
by the fact that said optical memory means emits the control
reconfigurable gate array characterized by the fact that said
signal light as a light intensity corresponding to a reconfigapparatus comprises:
uring speed.
a reproduction-light-causing irradiation means for emit- 55
7. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
ting reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights, and
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 6, characterized
for carrying out irradiation with the reproduction-lightby the fact that said optical reconfiguration type gate array
causing irradiation lights;
executes a logical arithmetic operation based on a logical
an optical memory means for projecting an optical pattern arithmetic operation circuit after a light intensity and/or a
by the irradiation with said reproduction-light-causing 60 projection time of said projected optical pattern is controlled
irradiation lights based on a piece of record information so that an optical reconfiguration is completed based on the
previously stored therein, and for emitting a control
light intensity and/or the projection time concerned.
signal light regarding an optical reconfiguration based
8. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
on the optical pattern concerned;
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 6, characterized
an optical reconfiguration type gate array for reconfiguring 65 by the facts that, while optical reconfigurations are carried out
a plurality of arrayed logical arithmetic operation cells
so that a plurality of circuit patterns to be reconfigured are
as one of various logical arithmetic operation circuits
sequentially rewritten in said optical reconfiguration type
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gate array, an optical control signal for an optical pattern of a
circuit pattern to be next reconfigured is held during execution of a logical arithmetic operation by an optically reconfigured logical arithmetic operation circuit concerned, and
that emission from the reproduction-light-causing irradiation 5
means is controlled based on the held optical control signal
for an optical reconfiguration of the circuit pattern to be next
rewritten.
9. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 6, characterized io
by the facts that, while optical reconfigurations are carried out
so that a plurality of circuit patterns to be reconfigured are
sequentially rewritten in said optical reconfiguration type
gate array, the optical pattern and the control signal light
projected from the optical memory are input so that each of 15
the optical reconfigurations of the reconfigured circuit patterns is carried out as an optical reconfiguration of a logical
arithmetic operation circuit based on the optical pattern under
control of the control signal light concerned, and that, while
the optical reconfigurations are sequentially rewritten, a pro- 20
jection of an optical pattern to be later reconfigured is controlled based on a control signal light which is simultaneously
emitted upon projecting an optical pattern to be earlier reconfigured.
10. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically 25
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 1, characterized
by the fact that said optical reconfiguration type gate array
executes a logical arithmetic operation based on a logical
arithmetic operation circuit after a light intensity and/or a
projection time of said projected optical pattern is controlled 30
so that an optical reconfiguration is completed based on the
light intensity and/or the projection time concerned.
11. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 10, characterized by the facts that, while optical reconfigurations are car - 35
ried out so that a plurality of circuit patterns to be reconfigured are sequentially rewritten in said optical reconfiguration
type gate array, an optical control signal for an optical pattern
of a circuit pattern to be next reconfigured is held during
execution of a logical arithmetic operation by an optically 40
reconfigured logical arithmetic operation circuit concerned,
and that emission from the reproduction-light-causing irradiation means is controlled based on the held optical control
signal for an optical reconfiguration of the circuit pattern to be
next rewritten.
45
12. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 10, characterized by the facts that, while optical reconfigurations are carried out so that a plurality of circuit patterns to be reconfigured are sequentially rewritten in said optical reconfiguration 50
type gate array, the optical pattern and the control signal light
projected from the optical memory are input so that each of
the optical reconfigurations of the reconfigured circuit patterns is carried out as an optical reconfiguration of a logical
arithmetic operation circuit based on the optical pattern under 55
control of the control signal light concerned, and that, while
the optical reconfigurations are sequentially rewritten, a projection of an optical pattern to be later reconfigured is controlled based on a control signal light which is simultaneously
emitted upon projecting an optical pattern to be earlier recon- 60
figured.
13. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 1, characterized
by the facts that, while optical reconfigurations are carried out
so that a plurality of circuit patterns to be reconfigured are 65
sequentially rewritten in said optical reconfiguration type
gate array, an optical control signal for an optical pattern of a

circuit pattern to be next reconfigured is held during execution of a logical arithmetic operation by an optically reconfigured logical arithmetic operation circuit concerned, and
that emission from the reproduction-light-causing irradiation
means is controlled based on the held optical control signal
for an optical reconfiguration of the circuit pattern to be next
rewritten.
14. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 1, characterized
by the facts that, while optical reconfigurations are carried out
so that a plurality of circuit patterns to be reconfigured are
sequentially rewritten in said optical reconfiguration type
gate array, the optical pattern and the control signal light
projected from the optical memory are input so that each of
the optical reconfigurations of the reconfigured circuit patterns is carried out as an optical reconfiguration of a logical
arithmetic operation circuit based on the optical pattern under
control of the control signal light concerned, and that, while
the optical reconfigurations are sequentially rewritten, a projection of an optical pattern to be later reconfigured is controlled based on a control signal light which is simultaneously
emitted upon projecting an optical pattern to be earlier reconfigured.
15. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
reconfigurable gate array characterized by the fact that said
apparatus comprises:
a reproduction-light-causing irradiation means having a
plurality of arrayed light emitting sections for emitting
respective reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights,
and for carrying out irradiation with the reproductionlight-causing irradiation lights emitted said respective
light emitting sections;
an optical memory means opposed to said reproductionlight-causing irradiation means for projecting optical
patterns by the irradiation with said reproduction-lightcausing irradiation lights based on pieces of record
information previously stored therein and corresponding to a circuit pattern to be reconfigured;
an optical reconfiguration type gate array for reconfiguring
a plurality of arrayed logical arithmetic operation cells
as one of various logical arithmetic operation circuits by
the projection of the optical patterns from said optical
memory means; and
a reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means for
controlling the plurality of arrayed light emitting sections so that a recording area of the pieces of record
information concerned is irradiated with the reproduction-light-causing irradiation lights corresponding to
record manners of the pieces of record information previously stored in the optical memory means.
16. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 15, characterized by the facts that said reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means makes emissions from the arrayed light
emitting sections so that recording areas of the pieces of
record information are irradiated with the reproduction-lightcausing irradiation lights corresponding to recording manners of the pieces of record information previously stored in
the optical memory means, and that a single logical arithmetic
operation circuit or a plurality of logical arithmetic operation
circuits are reconfigured in said optical reconfiguration type
gate array by a plurality of optical patterns projected from the
optical memory means due to the irradiation concerned.
17. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 15, characterized by the fact that said reproduction-light-causing irradiation control means makes increase or decrease of the repro-
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duction-light-causing irradiation lights corresponding to the
with a plurality of reproduction-light-casing irradiation
pieces of record information within ranges defined by the
lights, which correspond to a recording manner of the piece of
arrayed light emitting sections.
record information, by the arrayed light emitting sections,
18. A reconfiguration controlling apparatus for an optically
and that a single optical pattern is reproduced from the recordreconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 16, character- 5 ing area of said piece of record information, and is projected
ized by the fact that said reproduction-light-causing irradiaon the optical reconfiguration type gate array.
tion control means makes increase or decrease of the repro20. A reconfiguration controlling method for an optically
duction-light-causing irradiation lights corresponding to the
reconfigurable gate array as set forth in claim 19, characterpieces of record information within ranges defined by the
ized by the facts that recording areas of pieces of record
arrayed light emitting sections.
io information previously stored in said optical memory means
19. A reconfiguration controlling method for an optically
are irradiated with a plurality of reproduction-light-casing
reconfigurable gate array, comprising: irradiating an optical
irradiation lights, which correspond to recording manners of
memory means with reproduction-light-causing irradiation
the pieces of record information, by the arrayed light emitting
lights emitted from a plurality of arrayed light emitting secsections, and that a plurality of optical patterns are reprotions of a reproduction-light-causing irradiation means to 15 duced from the recording areas of said pieces of record inforthereby reproduce an optical pattern from the optical memory
mation, and are projected on the optical reconfiguration type
means; and projecting the optical pattern on an optical recongate array so that a single logical arithmetic operation circuit
figuration type gate array to thereby reconfigure various logior a plurality of logical arithmetic operation circuits are
cal arithmetic operation circuits therein, characterized by the
reconfigured in said optical reconfiguration type gate array.
facts that a recording area of a piece of record information 20
previously stored in said optical memory means is irradiated

